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Abstract 
A centralised strategy named indirect reinforcement learning ramp controller (IRLRC) has been developed in this paper to 
deal with ramp control problems for the congested traffic caused by incidents. IRLRC is developed on the basis of Dyna-Q 
architecture, under which a modified asymmetric cell transmission model (ACTM) and the standard Q-learning algorithm are 
combined together. The simulation-based test shows that compared with the no controlled situation, IRLRC can reduce the 
total travel time up to 24%, which outperforms the direct reinforcement learning (DRL) method with a reduction of 18% after 
the same number of iterations.  
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1. Introduction 
Traffic incident has been recognised as a major cause of the congestion and resultant delays on motorways. 
Some studies have shown that incident-induced delays account for more than 60% of all the delays on some 
motorway networks (Prevedouros, Halkias, Papandreou, & Kopelias, 2008). In order to alleviate the adverse 
impact of incident, some efforts have been done over the last decades to develop advanced ramp control
strategies which can respond to incidents effectively. As pioneers in this field, Greenlee and Payne (1977) 
formulated an optimal ramp metering problem based on a simple macroscopic flow model. This work discussed 
the theoretical feasibility of solving incident-induced problems, but did not give a computational solution. By 
using a linear programming model, Wang (1994) proposed a solution to ramp control problems under some 
incident uncertainties such as incident duration and traffic arrival rates. Jiuh-Biing and Mei-Shiang (2007) 
presented a stochastic optimal control method in their paper to solve incident-induced problems. In their model, 
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the lane-changing and queuing behaviour caused by incidents are estimated and incorporated in the control loop. 
More recently, Jacob and Abdulhai (2010) developed a fully adaptive control strategy. In their system, ramp 
metering is combined with VMS (Variable Message Sign) to deal with incident control problems. This approach 
is based on reinforcement learning (RL), or more specifically direct reinforcement learning (DRL) that can learn 
how to control the road traffic through interacting with real traffic situations without the use of predefined models.  
Above strategies are roughly divided into two categories in this paper, namely model-based method and 
model-free method.  Model-based methods, such as (Greenlee & Payne, 1977; Jiuh-Biing & Mei-Shiang, 2007; 
Wang, 1994) use predefined models to predict traffic patterns and calculate control actions. This method is 
theoretically reliable and can be used immediately once defined, but solving these models is usually 
computationally demanding. Model-free methods, such as (Jacob & Abdulhai, 2010), can learn to select control 
actions from experience without solving models. Thus, this method can run efficiently with very limited 
computational demand. However, one drawback of this method is the slow learning speed. DRL can only learn 
from real experience, which usually leads to slow adaption to dynamic traffic situations. 
Therefore, both model-based and model-free strategies have advantages and limitations. At this point, one 
intuitive idea is to combine these two methods together to obtain benefits from both sides. For this purpose, a 
strategy named indirect reinforcement learning ramp controller (IRLRC) based on the Dyna-Q architecture has 
been developed in this paper. A more detailed introduction of Dyna-Q can be found in section 3. This method 
combines a modified asymmetric cell transmission model (ACTM) and the standard Q-learning algorithm, which 
can speed up the learning process and achieve a good performance on real-time responses. 
The rest of this paper is organised as follows. Section 2 briefly introduces the basic knowledge of RL 
including single-agent RL and multi-agent RL. Section 3 and 4 describe the detailed structure and models of 
IRLRC. The simulation experiments and relevant results are discussed in section 5. Section 6 gives some 
conclusions and the introduction of future work. 
2. Basic Knowledge of Reinforcement Learning 
Reinforcement learning is a subclass of machine learning, which is developed for an agent to learn how to 
execute correct actions in an unfamiliar environment. RL is initially defined as a Markov decision process (MDP) 
for single agent. In recent years, multi-agent technologies have been introduced into RL domain, which expanded 
RL to many practical applications (Busoniu, Babuska, & De Schutter, 2008). In the following subsections, both 
single-agent and multi-agent RL will be briefly introduced. 
2.1. Single-agent reinforcement learning 
Formally, single-agent RL is described as a tuple ( , , , )S C P R  named Markov decision process (MDP). Where: 
• S is the state space that is used to describe the external environment. 
• C is the control action set, containing executable actions of the agent. 
• P is the state transition probability. For state pair ( , )s s S′∈ , ( , )cP s s′ represents the probability of reaching 
state s′ after executing action c at state s. 
• :R S C× → R is the reward function. ( , )R s c denotes the immediate reward after taking action c at state s.   
The external environment is usually represented by a group of states (S). Starting from the current state, an 
agent is aiming to find the optimal policy or a sequence of control actions that can maximise the discounted 
cumulative reward through each state transition. Given a policyπ , the cumulative reward can be defined as an 
action-value function (Q value function) for each state-action pair ( , )s c : 
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In the above equation, k is the time index. ks S∈ and kc C∈ are the environment state and executed control 
action at time step k, respectively. [0,1]γ ∈ is the discount factor which indicates the importance of the following 
predicted rewards. (l) means l is the power of γ , not the index.  
The optimal policyπ ∗ is defined as the policy that can obtain the maximum Q value: ( , ) max ( , )Q s c Q s cπ ππ
∗
=
. Therefore, finding the optimal policy is equivalent to learning the maximum Q value. The most widely used 
algorithm in literature for estimating the maximum Q value is Q-learning (Watkins, 1989). In the Q-learning 
problem, a Q value ( ( , )Q s c ) for each relevant state-action pair ( , )s c  is recorded and updated through the whole 
learning process. By using the updating equation as given below, Q-learning can maximise Q value for each 
state-action pair.  
1
1 1 1( , ) ( , ) [ ( , ) max ( , ) ( , )]
k
k k k k k k k k k k k k k k k
c
Q s c Q s c R s c Q s c Q s cα γ
+
+ + +
= + + −  (2)
1( , )k k kQ s c+ and ( , )k k kQ s c are the Q value for state-action pair ( , )k ks c at the k+1th step and kth step, 
respectively, 1 1( , )k k kQ s c+ + is the Q value for the state-action pair 1 1( , )k ks c+ + at the kth step. [0,1]α ∈ is the 
learning rate. α and γ can be regulated for different problems. 
2.2. Multi-agent reinforcement learning 
For multi-agent tasks, MDP of single agent is generalised to the stochastic game (SG) or Markov game 
(Busoniu, et al., 2008). An SG problem is also represented by a tuple 1 1( , ,..., , , ,..., )n nS C C P R R . Where: 
• S is the shared state space of the external environment for all agents. 
• , 1,2,...,iC i n=  is the control action sets for n agents. n is the number of agents involved in SG. 
• P is the state transition probability.  
• , 1, 2,...,iR i n=  is the reward functions for n agents.  
In a multi-agent RL problem, the state transition process is determined by all agents involved. In this case, the 
objective is to maximise the overall Q value of all joint agents. If a centralised algorithm exists, the Q-learning 
mentioned in subsection 2.1 can be extended to represent the overall Q value update as shown below (Busoniu, et 
al., 2008). 
1 1
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3. Architecture and Model  
The standard Q-learning algorithm introduced in section 2 is called model-free RL or direct RL (DRL) 
(Atkeson & Santamaria, 1997), which means this method can learn to make decisions by itself without using a 
predefined model of its external environment. Indirect RL (IRL), on the other hand, is an extended version of 
standard Q-learning which incorporates a model into its architecture. Based on the Dyna-Q architecture, a 
centralised agent named indirect reinforcement learning ramp controller (IRLRC) is developed in this study. The 
following subsections briefly introduce the Dyna-Q architecture and give a description of IRLRC. 
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3.1. Dyna-Q architecture 
Dyna-Q is an architecture designed to integrate planning, learning and acting (Richard S. Sutton, 1991). The 
typical architecture of Dyna-Q is shown in Fig 1. Direct RL in this architecture is the standard Q-learning that 
can be used to interact with the real external environment. The model learning process is used to improve the 
model accuracy through new obtained experience. The planning mentioned here is the same process of Q-
learning except that it is using the experience generated by a model. Acting is the action execution process. The 
model in Dyna-Q architecture is used to predict the environmental reactions after executing an action. Before 
receiving real rewards, given the current state and action to be performed, a model can simulate the environment 
and generate possible states and rewards for next step. In the meanwhile, DRL also runs to update the Q value 
through the real interactions. Therefore, model-based and model-free methods can be combined under Dyna-Q.  
Fig.1. Dyna-Q Architecture 
3.2. Modified asymmetric cell transmission model 
Asymmetric cell transmission model (ACTM) is derived from the commonly used cell transmission model 
(CTM), which is a first-order macroscopic traffic flow model developed for ramp metering control (Gomes & 
Horowitz, 2006). In this paper, we modify ACTM to represent the traffic dynamics and incorporate it as a model 
of IRLRC. This model is used to generate relevant traffic patterns, such as traffic arrival and departure rates, for 
the planning process. To use ACTM, the studied motorway in this paper is evenly divided into several segments 
or cells with index i. Each motorway segment i contains a mainline section with length il  and an on-ramp (see 
Fig.2). O represents the origin of mainline traffic. Oi represents the origin of the on-ramp traffic of the ith 
segment. D is the shared destination of trips from both mainline and on-ramps. 
Fig. 2. Studied motorway 
For each segment, the traffic dynamics are represented by the following equations which are modified from 
ACTM (Gomes & Horowitz, 2006) by incorporating incident impacts and motorway segment length. 
Departure rates of the mainline and on-ramps: 
max
, , , ,
max
,
max1
1, 1, 1,
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Conservation of the mainline and on-ramps: 
1
, , , , ,
( )k k k k ki main i main i main i ramp i mainq q t a d d+ = + Δ ⋅ + − (6) 
1
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In the above equations: 
,
k
i maina , ,
k
i rampa are traffic arrival rates on the mainline and on-ramp of the ith segment at 
time step k.
,
k
i maind , ,
k
i rampd are departure rates on the mainline and on-ramp of the ith segment at time step k . 
max
,i maind
is the maximum departure rate on the mainline of the ith segment. 
,
k
i mainq , ,
k
i rampq represent the number of vehicles 
on the mainline and on-ramp of the ith segment at step k. Similarly, 1
,
k
i mainq
+
,
1
,
k
i rampq
+ represent these two values at step 
k+1. max
,i mainq ,
max
,i rampq denote the maximum number of vehicles on the mainline and on-ramp of the ith segment at 
step k. tΔ is the time duration of each time step. kic is the metering rate for the on-ramp of the ith segment at time 
step k. iv , iw are the free flow speed and congestion wave speed of the ith segment. λ is used to adjust free flow 
speed under the incident. For incident segment, (0,1)λ ∈ during the incident, otherwise, 1λ = . For normal 
segment without incidents, 1λ = . iη is the flow allocation parameter of the on-ramp in the ith segment, [0,1]iη ∈ .
iθ is the flow blending parameter of traffic flow from the on-ramp to the mainline of segment i, [0,1]iθ ∈ .  
For ease of calculation, the unit of all the arrival and departure rates is modified to veh/min in this study. For 
the end segment (with index 1), the middle term of equation (4) is set to max
,i maind . This means the departure flow of 
the end segment is not restricted by the following segments. 
3.3. Incident impacts  
When an incident happens, road capacity will be reduced directly by lane blockage. A number of studies have 
been conducted on the capacity reduction caused by incident from both simulation and practical point of view 
(Hadi, Sinha, & Wang, 2007; Knoop, Hoogendoorn, & van Zuylen, 2008; Prevedouros, et al., 2008). These 
studies state that the extent of capacity loss is usually related to the number of lanes blocked. For instance, for a 
three-lane motorway, one blocked lane will lead to around 50% capacity reduction, and two blocked lanes will 
cause a 80% reduction of the road capacity (Ozbay & Kachroo, 1999). Therefore, given the number of lane 
blockage, we can get the percentage of road capacity reduction x. The maximum departure rate of segment i can 
be calculated by: 
max
,
(1 ),
,
original
i main
original
C x if k K and i is the incident segment
d
C otherwise
⋅ − ≤­°
= ®°¯ (8) 
( )IncidentDurationK CEIL
t
=
Δ
(9)
where 
originalC (veh/min) is the original road capacity of the motorway mainline. CEIL() is a ceiling function used 
to calculate the number of control steps K during the incident. 
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Fig. 3. Triangle fundamental diagram 
The triangle fundamental diagram (see Fig.3) is used here to represent the relationship between traffic flow 
rate and road density of the motorway segment i in the normal and incident situations. During the incident, 
because of the lane blockage, the maximum number of vehicles and maximum departure rate on the mainline will 
be reduced. In this case, a new relationship between flow rate and road density will form as shown in Fig.3. 
,maxnorm
iρ and ,maxinciiρ  are the jam densities of segment i in the normal and incident situations. For a three-lane 
motorway, ,max ,max
3
3
inci normi
i i
i
l m IncidentExtent
l
ρ ρ− ⋅= ⋅ . m is the number of blocked lanes ( 3m < ). IncidentExtent
is the spatial length of the incident area. Therefore, the wave speed of segment i can be calculated by: 
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4. Elements and Algorithm 
Besides the architecture and models defined in section 3, three basic elements, environment state, control 
action and reward function should be specified to form a RL problem. This section details these three elements 
and the relevant algorithm. 
4.1. Environment state 
As shown in ACTM, traffic flow on the mainline and on-ramps can be modelled as functions of 
,
k
i mainq and
,
k
i rampq at different time steps. This means different traffic states can be separated by ,
k
i mainq and ,
k
i rampq in real time. 
Therefore, it is reasonable to use these two variables to represent traffic states of the studied motorway. 
Specifically, for the mainline of motorway segment i, the number of vehicles ranging from 0 to the maximum 
number max
,i mainq  is uniformly divided into 10 intervals. Each interval represents a state of the mainline. Similarly, 
on-ramp traffic is represented by 10 states according to the maximum number of vehicles max
,i rampq . 
max
,i mainq and 
max
,i rampq
are limited by the storage space of the mainline and on-ramps. In this way, the external traffic environment of the 
,
: ( / min)i mainflow d veh
,
: ( / )i maini
i
q
density veh km
l
ρ =
,max
,
norm
i maind
( 1)normiv λ =
norm
iw
,max
,
inci
i maind
( (0,1))inciiv λ ∈ inciiw
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i
q
l
ρ =
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inci
i maininci
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ρ =
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motorway segment i is represented by a state space with 100 states. For a studied motorway composed of n
segments, the state space contains 100n states.  
4.2. Control action 
In a ramp metering control problem, the aim of the control action is to regulate the number of vehicles 
entering mainline in each control step that is called the metering rate. For the ramp controller of motorway 
segment i, the control action is represented by a vector with nine flow rates between the minimum (2 veh/min) 
and maximum (18 veh/min) values: {2,4,6,8,10,12,14,16,18}iC = .  
Exploitation and Exploration are two basic behaviours of the RL agent. Exploitation means the agent always 
takes the control action that can obtain most rewards from the previous experience. Exploration instead means the 
agent tries new actions with less rewards. In order to balance these two behaviours, we use the İ-greedy policy to 
select control actions (R. S. Sutton & Barto, 1998). Specifically, this policy takes a random action with 
probability İ (İ=0.1 in this study) and chooses the greedy action (with the maximum Q value) with probability 1-
İ for each step. 
4.3. Reward function 
Reward function is used to calculate the immediate reward after executing a specific action at each time step. 
The function defined here is composed of two negative rewards that are used to represent the penalties for queue 
formation on the mainline (mainline) and on-ramps (on-ramps). The reward function at the step k is defined as: 
11
,,
max max
1 1, ,
1 1 max 1 max
, , , ,
(1 ) ,
( , ,..., )
,
kkn n
i rampi main
i ii main i rampk k k k
n k k
i main i main i ramp i ramp
qq
w w
q q
R s c c
if q q and q q
n otherwise
++
= =
+ +
­
− ⋅ − − ⋅°°
= ®
< <°°
−¯
¦ ¦
 (11)
where max
,i mainq and 
max
,i rampq are used to normalise the number of vehicles on the mainline and on-ramps. w ( [0,1]w∈ ) 
is the weight that indicates the importance of traffic on different roads. In our preliminary work presented in this 
paper, w is set as 0.5 to assign the same importance to the traffic on the mainline and on-ramps. n is the number 
of segments involved. A small enough value should be assigned to the reward function as a penalty when the 
number of vehicles exceeds the maximum permitted value. In our case, this penalty is set as –n, because 
11
,,
max max
1 1, ,
(1 )
kkn n
i rampi main
i ii main i ramp
qq
n w w
q q
++
= =
≥ ⋅ + − ⋅¦ ¦ .  
4.4. Description of the algorithm 
A centralised algorithm based on Dyna-Q is developed for IRLRC. This algorithm contains three main steps 
that are described as follows.  
• Step 0. Initialisation: when one iteration starts, the agent should initialise its memory base including: the 
reward matrix 0 1( , ,..., )nR s c c , Q value matrix 0 1( , ,..., )nQ s c c , incident duration K and initial state 0 Is s= . Is is 
the initial traffic state when the incident does not happen on the motorway segment. 
• Step 1. Direct RL and model learning (repeat for each control step k): after initialisation, direct learning 
(traditional Q-learning) and model learning process are triggered for agent to interact with the real 
environment. The agent will accomplish this step through: 
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a. Observe the real detected traffic data
,
k
i maina , ,
k
i maind , ,
k
i rampa (i=1,2,3,…,n). 
b. Select the control action kic ( ki ic C∈ ) by İ-greedy policy, and generate ,ki rampd by equation (5). 
c. Capture the state for next step 1ks + based on equations (6),(7). 
d. Update 1( , ,..., )k nR s c c and update 1( , ,..., )k nQ s c c through equation (11),(3). 
e. If 1k Is s+ = and 1k K+ > , end the algorithm. If not, do
, , , ,
, , ,
t k t k t k
i main i main i ramp i rampl k s s q q q q= = = =  and step 2. 
• Step 2. Planning (repeat for each planning step t): before the next control step of direct learning, several 
model-based planning steps should be done first.  
a. Generate 
,
t
i maina , ,
t
i rampa according to the demand information, and get ,
t
i maind through equations (4),(8),(9),(10). 
b. Select the control action tic ( ti ic C∈ ) for planning by İ-greedy policy and generate ,ti rampd by equation (5). 
c. Observe the state for next planning step 1ts + based on equations (6),(7). 
d. Update 1( , ,..., )t nR s c c and update 1( , ,..., )t nQ s c c  through equations (11),(3). 
e. If 1t Is s+ = and 1t K+ > , go back to step 1. If not, repeat step 2. 
In this study, the demand information is assumed to be known in advance, based on which arrival rates of the 
mainline and on-ramps in the planning process can be directly estimated.  
5. Simulation Experiment 
Simulation experiments are conducted in AIMSUN (Transportation simulation systems, 2010), which is a 
microscopic traffic simulation package. The IRLRC algorithm interacts with AIMSUN through its C++ API. The 
detailed design of experiment and relevant results are described as follows. 
5.1. Layout of the studied motorway 
In this paper, a simple network with two segments is used for the simulation. Fig. 4 shows the layout of this 
simple network. On the mainline, upstream detectors and downstream detectors can be seen as boundaries to 
divide the motorway into small segments. Each segment has a linked on-ramp. In the experiment, only one lane 
blocked incident is considered. The incident is located in the end segment (segment 1) as shown in Fig. 4. 
Detectors spacing in the mainline and on-ramps is 1000 m and 300 m, respectively. The merge area and normal 
area have the same length, 250 m. The incident extent is 80 m that is assumed to be constant during the incident. 
Fig. 4. Layout of studied motorway 
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5.2. Experimental design 
The simulation experiment is designed for one and a half hours from 8:00 to 9:30. After a period of warm-up 
(30 minutes), the incident is triggered at 8:30 and lasts for 30 minutes. We assume traffic demand of the mainline 
and each on-ramp are 3600 veh/h and 900 veh/h, respectively. When an incident happens, traffic diversion 
strategy can reduce the demand to 2400 veh/h and 600 veh/h. Parameters related to the modified ACTM model 
and learning algorithm are summarised in Table 1. These parameters are calibrated from the simulated motorway 
network in AIMSUN. tΔ  is set to 0.5 min ( /i it l vΔ ≤ ) to guarantee the validity of vehicle conservation in the 
modified ACTM. λ is 0.9 for the incident segment during the incident. In other situations, λ is set to 1. 
Table 1. Model Parameters 
Parameter 1 2,v v (km/min) originalC (veh/min) 
max max
1, 2,,main mainq q (veh) tΔ (min) x λ 1 2,η η 1 2,θ θ α γ
Value 1.8 111.5 600 0.5 0.5 1/0.9 0.2 0.5 0.5 0.8 
5.3. Experimental results 
In this paper, IRLRC is compared with no controlled situation (NC) and the standard DRL. Total travel time 
of the road network is used as the main indicator to test the performance of IRLRC. Both IRLRC and DRL run 
for 5000 iterations before the experiment. Compared with NC, IRLRC can save total travel time (TTT) of the 
whole network and mainline for around 24% and 29%, respectively. By using DRL, these two values are reduced 
by about 18% and 22% (see Table 2 and Fig. 5.). This is mainly because IRLRC takes control measures based on 
both real and modelled experience, which makes IRLRC have a good adaptation to changed traffic. Moreover, as 
shown in Fig.6, DRL takes too restricted control on the traffic of on-ramp 1 (belongs to segment 1), which causes 
an imbalance about the travel time on different on-ramps. IRLRC, on the other hand, can achieve a superior 
performance on maintaining fairness of on-ramps by taking a more equitable control strategy.  
Table 2. Comparison of NC, DRL and IRLRC
Averaged TTT of whole network (min) Averaged TTT on mainline (min) 
Value Reduction on NC (%) Value Reduction on NC (%)
NC 205.46 — 194.62 — 
DRL 169.16 17.7 151.41 22.2 
IRLRC 156.75 23.8 139.02 28.6 
Fig.5. Network total travel time comparison 
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6. Conclusion and Future Work 
An indirect reinforcement learning strategy with the relevant algorithm named IRLRC is presented in this 
paper. By learning from both models and real interactions, IRLRC can significantly reduce total travel time of the 
whole network and outperform the direct reinforcement learning method. Furthermore, IRLRC can achieve a 
superior performance on maintaining on-ramp fairness. 
However, as a centralised algorithm, IRLRC cannot be applied in a large network, because of the exponential 
increased state space and action set. In this case, distributed multi-agent methods will be considered in future 
work to extend IRLRC to large scenarios. Moreover, second-order flow models that can represent traffic 
dynamics more accurately will also be explored in future research.  
                       Fig. 6. (a) TTT of on-ramps for NC            (b) TTT of on-ramps for DRL           (c) TTT of on-ramps for IRLRC
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